How to be a graphic designer, without losing your soul
Adrian Shaughnessy, 2005. (Princeton Architectural Press, NY)
From Ch. 1 Attributes needed by the Modern Designer
The designer Lorraine Wild describes the benefits of understanding the ‘larger context’ in
which her work is situated: ‘I used to do more research and now I’m more intuitive. I’ve
gotten better at understanding the materials that I’m given to work with by writers, editors,
curators, artists and architects, etc. I have always been conscientious about knowing the
material, but now I’ve accumulated a library in my head which helps me read the larger
context that surrounds the subtext I’m about to work with … Lorraine Wild, ‘Reputations,’
Eye 36. Summer 2000.
I once read that safe-crackers rub the tips of their fingers with sandpaper to increase
tactile sensitivity. It makes their fingertips ultra-sensitive and enables them to feel the
nuances of the lock’s gear mechanism, as they rotate the dial in search of the magic
combination that will open the safe. It’s the same with graphic design: the more sensitive
you become to the world around you the better you will function. This means studying
design in all its contemporary manifestations, as well as design history and the visual arts
in general. But it also means studying the world beyond graphic design. Designers some·
times imagine that the world revolves around graphic design, and when you are working
fourteen-hour days it’s hard to remember that it doesn’t But the best designers have a
healthy interest in life beyond their subject; design maybe their main concern, and it may
provide them with a consuming and stimulating career, but it doesn’t eclipse other
interests.
I know what you’re thinking: you’re thinking, Okay, but how does this help me
become a better designer and get my work accepted? Here’s how: the single most
important thing you can do when discussing a job with a new or potential client is to
demonstrate understanding, openness and receptivity. The designer who shows only
signs of self-absorption and narrowness of focus isn’t going to inspire his or her client. It
might seem obvious, but it’s surprising how many designers use meetings with clients to
talk about themselves and their work. These are often the same designers who complain
that their work is frequently rejected or that they are never allowed to do what they want
to do: Hardly surprising. They are guilty of the worst crime a graphic designer can
commit: they are revealing themselves to be self-centered and to have a narrow outlook.
For the ambitious designer, this is fatal.
If you can demonstrate some knowledge about the client’s field of activity, if you can
talk about the project at hand and if you can listen instead of prattling on about yourself,
you will be astonished at how receptive your new client will be to you and your ideas. It’s
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a rich paradox, but the less you make a client/designer relationship about yourself, the
more it will tip in your favor. Try it, it works.
Of course, it isn’t always enough to rely on knowledge. You need to back it up with
specific research. I once turned up at a meeting with the managers of an art gallery who
were looking for a new design company. Arrogantly, I didn’t do any research. I relied on a
shaky notion of who I thought my potential client was. In fact, I’d got them mixed up
with another gallery. When my mistake was exposed I got a frosty response and, needless
to say, I didn’t get the gig.
Communication
As well as possessing cultural awareness and being aware of the world beyond
graphic design, the modern designer needs to be a skilled communicator. This is not the
same as being able to make eloquent speeches at design conferences. Rather, it is about
possessing the ability to talk about your work, especially with clients and non-designers,
in a coherent, convincing and objective way, without resorting to the language and
idioms that you’d use with other designers. And since communication is a two-way street,
it is also about listening.
Graphic design is a nonverbal medium. Graphic design is expected to communicate
without the benefit of written or spoken commentary describing the designer’s intentions:
you can’t stand beside your poster in the street drawing attention to your subtle use of
Akzidenz and pointing out its mute evocation of Modernist rationality and truthfulness,
can you? Yet designers need words: and they rarely need them as much as when they are
presenting new work. As Norman Potter notes in his seminal text What is a Designer:
‘This aspect of design work is frequently underestimated: an ability to use words clearly,
pointedly, and persuasively is at all times relevant to design work.’
Persuading clients that your ideas are right and that their money is being spent
wisely requires huge amounts of carefully formulated argument. Presenting work to new
clients, and to those clients who are not design literate, is among the most difficult tasks
facing the designer. And surprisingly, considering its importance, designers are often not
very good at talking about their own work. In a later chapter I’ll discuss the finer points of
making a good presentation (there’s an art to it: think of it as the graphic designer’s
equivalent of the Japanese tea ceremony), but for now, I’ll confine myself to making the
point that knowing how to talk about your work is fundamental to becoming a successful
designer.
To help designers develop verbal skills, I sometimes ask them to describe what
they’ve done before they show me what they’ve done. I ask them to describe their work to
such a degree of accuracy that it isn’t necessary to actually see the work to know what
they’ve done. It’s a good exercise and worth trying out with your own work. At Intra, this
ability to ‘tell but not show’ came in useful when I was told that an important new client
had arrived in the building unexpectedly. ‘I was just passing ... ‘ he said, ‘thought I’d drop
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in to see how you were getting on.” My diary said that he wasn’t due to visit us for
another three days. And besides, our presentation wasn’t ready – it wasn’t even started.
But he was one of these impatient clients who imagine that once they’ve briefed a
designer, the designer does nothing else other than work on their project. I had a
dilemma: should I tell him to go away, or talk to him about our ideas without showing
him anything?
I spoke to Mat Cook, the intro designer working on the project. Mat looked at me
calmly and said he could deal with it. We sat down with our client, and I watched, drymouthed, as Mat (an inspirational art director) described his intentions. He had an
elaborate and ambitious plan to photograph an old-fashioned radiator in the middle of a
block of ice; the heater was to be switched on and glowing at the heart of the frozen block.
Mat described the image, slowly and methodically conjuring up a mental picture of the
finished image, its setting and its likely effect on its intended audience. He did this with
such vividness and confidence that our client approved the idea on the spot - without
seeing anything. I don’t recommend this as a universal strategy; it is usually better to have
smart visual representations of your ideas, but it’s a good demonstration of the merits of
being able to talk effectively about your work.
The way designers present ideas is as important as the ideas themselves. When a
good idea is rejected, it is often the presentation of that idea that is being rejected, not the
idea itself. The dominance of the computer has meant that handmade layouts, and what
were once called ‘roughs’ or ‘visuals’, are now largely redundant. We have lost the
opportunity to ‘sketch’ ideas roughly; where once clients would have been content with
mocked-up approximations of the finished design, they now expect and demand to see
the finished thing. Digital technology makes this possible, and life is made easier for the
graphic designer. But not every idea can be executed in this way, and one of the
consequences of this is that we find ourselves presenting only those ideas that we can
comfortably mock up using our scanner and Photoshop. In other words, we avoid ideas
that can’t be easily executed by digital means: designers must not let technological
capabilities define their thinking Yet if we want to present complex ideas like radiators in
blocks of ice, it IS often not sufficiently convincing to attempt to replicate the idea using
sub-standard images cobbled together in Photoshop. Our attempts will not convince. If
we can do away with the need to do inaccurate visuals by using language to describe our
ideas, we can often save ourselves a great deal of heartbreak. Of course there is a danger
that our client will get the wrong idea, so our language must be precise.
Spoken communication therefore is a vital component of the modern designer’s
kitbag. But there is a communication skill even more important than being able to talk
convincingly about your work: listening. I’m talking about the acknowledgment that
communication is a two-way street, and that your client has a point of view that you need
to listen to carefully for clues and unspoken messages. If you could climb inside your
client’s head, you’d be astonished by what you’d find. You’d find someone fretting about
spending money on something that he or she can’t see or touch. Imagine going into a chic
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store and agreeing to buy a sofa that you aren’t allowed to look at. You wouldn’t do it. But
that, roughly speaking, is what clients are asked to do when they buy design – especially
from a new and untried graphic designer. They don’t really know what they are buying
until it is delivered. It makes hiring a designer difficult and leads to more unhappiness
and failed jobs than any other factor. But by listening intently, you can often identify the
factors that concern clients the most. What we are really talking about is listening to the
client’s point of view. This is the first rule of communication for the graphic designer.
Now, I know what you’re thinking. Earlier I argued in favor of the designer developing
and maintaining a personal voice. Well, I’m certainly not abandoning that view. But, if
you want your opinions as a designer to be taken seriously, you have to allow your client
to have an opinion, too. In other words, there has to be a balance of interests. And that
balance of interests usually has to be achieved through negotiation. It won’t happen
naturally. I recently saw an example of this inability to negotiate a balance between client
and designer on a television program that followed an interior designer as she tried to
design an apartment for a client. The client was arrogant and indecisive, the interior
designer hesitant and easily bullied. Their professional relationship jumped the rails
almost immediately. The interior designer’s response to her client’s unreasonable and
fluctuating demands was to offer to ‘keep showing you stuff until you are happy’ – Big
mistake.
So what should she have done? She should have listened to the brief and then
responded with her ideas. If, at this stage, her client had remained indecisive and
interfering, she had a choice – dump the client or insist on drawing up a new brief. She
did neither, instead she offered to do ‘whatever’ her client wanted, and as a result an ugly
and protracted meltdown ensued. The client ended up driving the project despite saying
repeatedly that he didn’t know anything about design, and the designer became angry and
defeatist. Yet I blame the designer: she began correctly by allowing her client to have a
point of view, but she forgot to have one herself- perhaps she never had one in the first
place? All great work comes about when viewpoints are balanced: in other words, when
both client and designer feel that they are being listened to. Achieve this – find the point
of balance in a relationship- and you’ll get results.
The designer Rudy Vanderlans identifies another frequent problem in designer/
client relationships. “You have to listen very carefully to what the client wants,” notes
Vanderlans, “and be careful not to approach the project with a preconceived idea of what
it should look like. In my own experience, too often I approached a design job wanting to
use a certain font or a particular typographic mannerism, simply because it’s what I felt
comfortable with at the time. But that wasn’t always what the client wanted.”
This is a hot potato for the ambitious, independent-minded designer. Good
designers have plenty of ideas and they’re itching to use them. But it’s a mistake, as
Vanderlans points out, to foist them on clients. It usually ends in tears – an unhappy
client and a dissatisfied designer. Another frequent cause of breakdowns between client
and designer is closely related to this problem: designers often make the mistake of saying
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to their clients: ‘I’ve done it like this because I like it.’ It is an understandable viewpoint;
designers can’t help putting their personal tastes and sensibilities into their work.
Designers use fonts, colors, layouts and imagery because they like them: it would
be an odd designer who used design elements that he or she didn’t like. Even when
designers are being totally subservient to the brief, they still use styles and modes of
expression that they personally like. It follows, therefore, that there is nothing wrong with
doing things because you ‘like’ them. But there is something wrong with telling clients
that this is what you’ve done; in fact, it’s the worst thing you can say to a client. You
might get away with it if you are a star designer, or if you have a cheerful trusting rapport
with your client. But if you are establishing a new working relationship you have to be
able to articulate a genuine rationale for your work.
I say genuine, because we’re not talking about perfecting some sleazy ‘customer
relations’ technique here. We are actually talking about confronting a familiar problem in
design: we are talking about the frequent occurrence of designers making clients feel
(rightly or wrongly) that designers are pleasing themselves at their client’s expense. It’s
well known in advertising, for example, that winning industry awards is sometimes the
primary concern of an agency’s creative staff, and because of this, clients often accuse
agencies of ignoring their needs in favor of creating work that appeals to the judges who
sit on awards panels, usually fellow practitioners. The new managing director of a giant
global brand recently caused a furor amongst UK advertising agencies when his
comments about his company’s advertising were reported in the British advertising
journal Campaign: “I don’t like any of the ads ... “ he said, “they are focused on awards,
not on selling more product to more people at higher prices.”
I’m aware that it is hard for designers to be detached and objective when talking
about their work. Designers often ‘feel things’ at a sub-verbal level, and are loath, or
unable, to provide explanations for creative actions. Some well-known designers, capable
of the most elegant and articulate work, are not much good at talking about what they do
or explaining why they do it. But if you can learn to talk about your work – especially if
you are not a paradigm-shifting design genius – and if you can find patterns of words that
communicate meaning and value to clients, you will reap the benefits. And the easiest
way to do this is to remove the personal from the equation. Do this and you’ll find clients
keener to accept your ideas and take your guidance: in other words, less you means more
you. I’ve talked a great deal about clients in this chapter: it’s hard to avoid them. They
share the terrain with us, so it’s hardly surprising that they turn up everywhere. Selfinitiated projects aside, no matter where you are in the graphic design landscape, you
always have clients. If you work in a corporation you might report to a non-designer; if
you work in a design studio you may report to a creative director or a senior designer, but
they are all clients and how you treat them determines how they treat your work. For the
ambitious designer, how to communicate with clients is the passport to good work, and
it’s worth becoming good at it.
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Nor are clients the only people you have to communicate effectively with. You need
to know how to talk to other designers. If you have designers as partners in a small
business, or if you employ designers, then you have to be able to communicate with them
in such a way that they don’t feel cowed, threatened or discouraged by your views. You
have to be able to talk to suppliers and collaborators. You will have to talk to IT people,
bank mangers, tax officials and window cleaners.
How we do this depends on our personalities and our circumstances. In a profile of
Canadian designer Bruce Mau and his studio, his communication skills were praised by
Cathy Jonassen, Bruce Mau Design’s vice president and managing director. “Bruce is
demanding, but he’s not prescriptive,” she says. Jonassen left a prestigious curatorial
position at the Art Gallery of Ontario - and took a twenty percent pay cut - to work for
Mau’s office. “Mau is very good at looking at someone‘s work and finding the best in it.
People leave him feeling good about their work and knowing what they have to do to
make their work even better. He constantly emphasizes what you might call the “Mau
method”: Ask the right questions, understand the problem, and explore lots of possible
solutions:
Integrity
Integrity in design is a bit like obesity in ballet dancers - you don’t often see it. This
is not because designers lack honesty and decency: quite the opposite. Rather it is because
preserving integrity in the remorseless climate of modern business is difficult. For
designers, integrity often becomes a bargaining chip. We give it away in return for a job
that comes with a lot of cash, or we hang onto it and do the work we want to do for little
or no money. It is tough to retain integrity and make a living. But it’s not impossible.
There are laws to prevent fraudulent practices. Specific offenses such as copyright
theft and malpractice in the workplace are punishable. Yet in the way that we conduct
ourselves as designers, we are as free as the marketplace allows us to be. However, as a
general rule, the designer who behaves morally will do better than the one who doesn’t - if
only because design is a social activity, with social consequences. Over the years, many
professional design associations have attempted to draw up ethical codes. There is much
to be said for these attempts to establish rules and guidelines for the proper conduct of
designers. Unfortunately they tend to be undermined by shifts in public and business
morality, or overtaken by rapid technological change. In the 1971 edition of her book,
The Professional Practice of Design, the British writer Dorothy Goslett wrote about the
professional codes of conduct advocated by SIAD (the Society of Industrial Artists and
Designers, now called the Chartered Society of Designers). She noted the following
instruction: “Now there is another Clause, Number 8, in the Code of Professional
Conduct of the SIAD which may also have to be invoked during your first meeting with a
possible client. This Clause reads: “A member (of the SIAD) shall not knowingly accept
any professional assignment on which another designer has been or is working except
with the agreement of the other designer or until he is satisfied that the former
appointment has been properly terminated.”
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This prohibition is charming and old-fashioned, and it is clearly untenable in the
modern marketplace, where competition is valued above everything else. But is it so
outmoded? I was talking to a designer friend recently and I mentioned that I’d heard that
a large upmarket retailer in central London – a world-famous name - was looking for new
designers to work on various projects. My friend said that he couldn’t approach this
client, because a designer friend of his already worked regularly for this retailer. I was
struck by my friend’s old-fashioned loyalty. This is what I mean when I talk about
integrity: a personal philosophy which is not abandoned at the first sign of trouble.
Integrity, at its most earthbound, might be as simple as a love of design expressed in
such a way that clients can see that, for you, design is something more than professional
expediency. Alternatively, it might take a more practical form; it might be a refusal to take
part in ‘pitches.’ Pitching is a hotly debated issue in contemporary design. Very few jobs
of any size are assigned without a competitive pitch, and frequently these pitches are
unpaid. As we’ve already noted, you are free to say no to these; many designers do. But in
the post-Enron era of transparency in financial reporting, and new tendering rules in
Europe, nearly all public bodies (and many firms) are obliged to offer contracts up to
open tender to avoid accusations of corruption and mismanagement.
Whenever designers gather to discuss their profession, the subject of pitching arises;
various professional bodies around the world have tried to formulate a correct response
to the invitation by clients to pitch, but without much success. It is now so prevalent, that
it is almost impossible to avoid taking part in it if you want to win bigger and more
remunerative work. Yet the only way to do genuinely good work is for designer and client
to form a partnership and explore all angles together in a mutually trusting and open way.
This is not possible in a competitive pitch. No matter how good the brief, the designer is
not addressing the client’s requirements: he or she is merely taking part in a beauty
parade. Regardless, clients derive a substantial benefit from being given- at no cost – a
range of responses to their brief. This helps them to make and justify their final choice
(they have something to evaluate it against), and in the case of unscrupulous clients (of
which there are fewer than designers imagine) it affords them an opportunity to steal
ideas. In other words, clients are receiving a quantifiable benefit that they do not pay for.
Nor is it made any more excusable by designers’ willingness to take part in pitches.
There is not much chance of pitching becoming any less common; in fact the
opposite is happening, with even small projects being offered up for pitch. And laudable
as it is to avoid corruption, designers who are expected to produce creative work without
payment seem unduly penalized by this new drive for fiscal transparency. But by saying
no to pitching, studios and individuals are taking a principled stance - they might also be
missing out on opportunities, but the respect they get from taking such a stance
outweighs the occasional loss of business.
If we believe in nothing, then our clients will have no reason to believe in us. If we
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demonstrate the morals of the marketplace, then we will be treated like a commodity- and
our services bought off at bargain basement prices. And here’s an odd thing: in a world
with no principles, people often respect those who have some.
Nor is it just in our work that we need to display integrity. We must have integrity in
the way we deal with other designers, with suppliers (printers, programmers,
technicians), and with people we meet in professional life. We must have integrity in the
way we handle the creative work of other designers and creative people such as
photographers and illustrators. Many of us will have been cavalier at some point in our
working lives with typefaces, photographs or graphics software- but this is theft as surely
as if we’d gone into someone’s house and taken their possessions. We have to show
integrity to the three ‘audiences’ for which design is most usually done: our clients, our
intended audience and ourselves. Designers will differ on the order of importance in
which they place this trinity: in my view, the demands and responsibilities of all three
have to be equally balanced.
For Neville Brody, personal integrity in design is what differentiates the good from
the bad – And he’s right. By standing up for yourself, by having beliefs (creative and
ethical beliefs), and perhaps most importantly of all, by questioning what you are asked to
do as a designer, you can acquire self-respect, which is the first step on the path to earning
the respect of clients and other designers. You might also get the sack, but that’s integrity
for you -there’s a price to be paid for it. Just remember, it’s always less than the price of
your self-respect. I might even say, the price of your soul. I promised you practical advice
and up until now we’ve dealt only with rather lofty, abstract notions. In subsequent
chapters we’ll tackle more mundane matters. Yet without the attributes of cultural
awareness, communication skills and professional and personal integrity, you are not
going to grow as a designer. You will notice, thus far, I haven’t mentioned the word
‘talent.’ You need talent to be a graphic designer, but talent in graphic design comes in
myriad forms. There is no yardstick: no foolproof way of measuring it and it’s one of the
great joys of the craft of graphic design that it accommodates so many sorts of ‘talent.’
You don’t have to be able to draw to be a great typographer, for example. Design is a very
generous and accommodating matrix of opportunities, and yes, you will need talent to be
a successful graphic designer, but a little talent can be made to go a long way if it is
supported by the attributes listed above. Some designers are born with cultural awareness,
communication skills and personal integrity, while others have to work to acquire them.
This takes time and there are disappointments and setbacks along the way.
________
From Ch. 9 The Creative Process
The brief
All design jobs start with a brief; even if it’s a self-initiated project, a designer must
have a brief. And the first duty of a graphic designer is to understand the brief. To do this,
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you must research it, question it and, if necessary, challenge it. And if, after all that, it still
doesn’t make sense you might need to tear it up and rewrite it. In some cases you might
need to walk away from it as not all briefs are worth taking on. Learning to say no to bad
briefs is a vital judgment that all designers have to learn how and when to make.
Briefs can be verbal, they can be written, and sometimes they are neither. I’ve had
clients- usually long-standing clients- who’ve sent me a photograph and some text and
said: ‘Poster by Friday, thanks: I suppose even that is a sort of brief: they know that I
know what they want, so nothing more need be said. But this is not the usual way. It is
much more common to have a written or verbal brief. Sometimes the brief is a discussion.
This is okay, but it always pays to get clients to put briefs in writing: it adds clarity and it
forces a thorough examination of the subject. However, some clients just don ‘t do it. This
reluctance should set off an alarm bell. It should prompt the question: is this client
reliable and serious? Clients who don ‘t brief properly are potentially dangerous. It is
often their way of colonizing a job, of taking it over, of gaining the upper hand. Without a
brief a designer is vulnerable, and all the power rests with the client. If a client doesn’t
give you a written brief, you must write one yourself and send it to back to him or her for
approval. Writing your own brief from a client’s instruction is a good discipline. It makes
you think deeply about the project and it puts you into the mind of the client. And as
we’ve noted in an earlier chapter, this is one of the secrets of a successful client-designer
relationship.
Most design briefs in the commercial world are shoddy, half-baked and
unpromising. When these run-of-the-mill briefs come your way, you have to fight to
make them into ‘good briefs: Sometimes you will fail. Sometimes you will push too hard
and you will come into conflict with your client, and you will be given the boot. But on
other occasions, you will succeed in turning a base-metal brief into a block of shining
gold. It’s all a question of attitude (allied with good communication skills and integrity).
Many briefs include attempts to pre-empt the creative process. In other word s, they try to
do the designer’s job for them. Sometimes this is an unavoidable characteristic of the job.
The client knows what they want and they are saying it. But generally it is a recipe for
failure. How you deal with this, and other shortcomings of the briefing process, will
determine your degree of success.
The first thing you have to do is start with the premise that even a bad brief is really
a good brief; assuming a sound moral and ethical base, there is no such thing as a bad
brief - only a bad response. But let’s assume that your client has given you a
comprehensive, well-thought-out brief stating all the requirements of the job, and that
you have agreed to the schedule and budget. What happens next? Well, written briefs do
not preclude you from having further discussions with your client about the project. This
will throw up interesting information and reveal nuances perhaps not covered in the
document. It will also allow you to test your preliminary thinking on your client.
Naturally, you must fully absorb the written brief; don’t just concentrate on the bits you
like the look of, or those bits that give you the chance to do what you do best: dig deep
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and look for problem areas. If you are working with a team, go through it with other
members of the team, make sure you all see it in the same way (remarkably difficult to
achieve, everybody gets snared and snagged on different aspects of the project). And,
importantly, you must look for the ‘McGuffin: The McGuffin was the name of a dramatic
device used by Alfred Hitchcock in his movies to catch the audience’s attention. The
McGuffin had no real relevance to the plot: in Psycho, for instance, the McGuffin was
Janet Leigh’s theft of the money. Hitchcock used this to suck the audience into the
unexpected final third of the film. I’m not suggesting you look for dramatic devices in
design briefs. I’m co-opting the term (with apologies to the great Hitch) to suggest the
magic component in all briefs that you have to find to explain them. In every brief there’s
a McGuffin that unlocks the essential nature of the task. You just have to find it.
Here’s an example of what I mean. I was recently part of a team invited to pitch for
the redesign of a staid real estate magazine. It was a journal for the professional sector of
the UK real estate market, read by developers, investors, architects and property
conglomerates. The magazine had received a full-scale graphic makeover by a leading
international design company in the mid-nineties, but was now showing its age. An
exhaustive and detailed brief was supplied to us. My colleagues and I sifted through the
well-written document. We discussed it in detail, we analyzed it, we tried to condense it,
and we looked for the McGuffin.
The brief stated that a redesign was necessary because the existing design was dated
It pointed out that various navigational improvements were required to reflect the
magazine’s changing editorial make-up. And it listed some requirements concerning the
accommodation of new features and advertising. The brief went into copious and helpful
detail about its readership and its competitors on the news stands. But we couldn’t find
the McGuffin. It was only in discussion with the magazine’s art director and editor that
the McGuffin was identified. The property market was explained. It had changed
dramatically since the mid· nineties. It used to be a business for rich men with cigars.
Pinstripe suits and Rolls Royces. Today, it has become a much less formal business; it is
populated by younger people of both sexes, many of whom wear casual clothes to work,
and who value design (interior design, architecture and graphic design) as an essential
part of the property-development process. We’d noticed that printed literature and
billboards put up by real estate companies and developers had become ‘sexy.’ The
property world, we noticed, had woken up to good design.
Here was our McGuffin: the magic equation that gave us our winning formula We
based our response on the idea that the magazine’s now design had to combine
informality with high contemporary style while continuing to function as a digest of news
and comment, with its attendant production and editorial demands. In our presentation,
we convinced the publisher, the editor, the advertising manager and the art director that
this was the right answer.
Every brief has its McGuffin; the designer’s job is to find it. Sometimes it’s there
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already, identified and isolated by the client. No need to search for it, it’s staring you in
the face. But more often it is absent. Experience helps you find it, but so do diligence and
research and asking questions. If you don’t find it, you are unlikely to produce a great
piece of rounded work.
Sometimes briefs are simply wrong, and it is occasionally necessary to disobey
them. ‘Wrong’ briefs make assumptions and outline premises that are incorrect
feeble or shortsighted. When you spot this, you have a choice. You can rewrite the
brief; you can walk away from it; or you can do what is asked of you. There’s yet
another option, and that is to disobey the brief and do what you think is right. With
this approach you risk everything: you risk incurring the client’s displeasure, and
you risk being sacked from a project or thrown off a pitch list. But if you are
confident that you are right, and you can live with the consequences. It’s worth
following your instinct and being disobedient.
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I once read that safe-crackers rub the tips of their
fingers ~h sandpaper to increase tactile sensitivity. It makes
their fingertips ultra·sensitive and enables them to feel the
nuances of the lock's gear mechanism, as they rotate the dial
in search of the magic combination that will open the safe. It's
the same with graphic design: the more sensitive you become
to the world around you the better you will function. This means
studying design in all ~s contemporary manifestations, as well
as design history and the visual arts in general. But ~also means
studying the world beyond graphic design. Designers some·
times imagine that the world revolves around graphic design,
and when you are wort<ing fourteen-hour days it'shard to remern·
ber that ~doesn't But the best designers have a healthy interest
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I know what you're thinking: you're thinking, Okay,
WlJd, 'Reputations;
Eye 36. Slimmer 2000.
but how does this help me become a better designer and get
my work accepted? Here's how: the single most important
thing you can do when discussing a job w~h a new or potential
client is to demonstrate understanding, openness and receptivity. The designerwhoshowsonlysignsof se~·absorption and
narrowness of focus isn't going to inspire his or her client. It
might seem obvious, but it's surprising how many designers
use meetings with clients to talk about themselves and their
work. These are often the same designers who complain that
their work is frequently rejected or that they are never allowed to
'do what they want to do: Hardly surprising. They are guilty of the
worst crime a graphic designer can commit: they are revealing
themselves to be seff-centered and to have a narrow outlook.
For the ambitious designer, this is fatal.
If you can demonstrate some knowledge about the client's field of activity, if you
can talk about the project at hand and if you can listen instead of prattling on about yourseff,
you will be astonished at how receptive your new client will be to you and your ideas. It's a
rich paradox, but the less you make a clienVdesigner relationship about yourseff, the more~
will tip in your favor. Try it, ~works.
Of course, it isn't always enough to rely on knowledge. You need to back itup with
specific research. I once turned up at a meeting with the managers of an art gallery who were
looking for a new design company. Arrogantly, I didn't do any research. I relied on a shaky
notion of who I thought my potential client was. In fact. I'd got them mixed up with another
gallery. When my mistake was exposed I got a frosty response and, needless to say, I didn't
getthegig.
The designer lorraine
Wild describc:slhe
benefits of understand·
ing the 'larger context'
1n which her work is
situated: 'I used lo do
more ro:s&arch and
OQW I'm mOte intuitive.
I've gotten better at
understanding the
materials thal rm given
to w011< with by writers.
~itc>rs. curators_ artists
and architects. ate.
I have always been
conscientious about
knowlng the material,
but now I've accumu·
Ia ted allbmry In my
head which hatps mo
read the larger context
that surrounds the
subtect I'm about to
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As well as possessing cultural awareness and being aware of the world beyond graphic design,
t he modem designer needs to be a skilled commu nicator. This is not t he same as betng able to
make eloquent speeches at design conferences. Rather, it is about possessing the ability to talk
about your work, especially w ith eli nts and non-designers, in a coherent, convincing and objective way, w ithout resorting to the language and idioms that you'd use w ith other designers. And
since communication is a two-way street, it is also about listening.
G raphic design is a non·verbal medium.
Graphic design is expected to comm uni ate w ithout the bene·
fit of written or spoken commentari s describing the designer's
intentions: you can't stand beside your poster in the street
drawing attention to your subtle use of Akzidenz and pointing
out its mute evocation of Modernist rati onality and truthfulness,
can you? Yet designers need words: and they rarely need th m
as much as w hen they are presenting new work. As Norman
Potter notes in his semtnal te What is a Designer: 'This aspect
of design w ork is frequently underestimated: an ability to use
w ords clearly, pointedly, and persuasively i at all times relevant
to design work.'
Persuad tng clients that your ideas are right and that
their money is being spent wisely, requires huge amounts of
carefully fo rm ulated argument. Presenting work to new clients,
and to those clients w ho are not desig n literate, is among the
most difficult tasks facing the designer. A nd surprisin gly, con·
sidering its importance, designers are often not very good at
talking about their own work. In a later chapter I'll di cuss the
finer points of making a good presentation (there's an art to it:
think of it as the graphic designer's equivalent of the Japanese
tea ceremony), but for now, I'll confine myself to making t he
point that knowing how to talk about your w ork is fun damental
to becoming a successful designer.
To help desig ners dev Jop verbal skills, I some·
times a'3k them to describe what they've done before they
show me w hat they've done. I ask them to describe their work
\\ h.H .... 4 d lvtu:i
to such a degree of acc uracy that it isn't necessary to actually
see the work to know what they've done. It's a good exercise
and w orth trying out with your own work. At Intra, this ability to
'tell but not show ' came in useful when I was told that an impor·
tant new cl ient had arrived in the building unexpectedly. 'I was
ju t passing ... ' he said, 'thought I'd drop in to see how you
were getting on ~ My diary said that he wasn't due t visit us for
another three days. And besides, our presentation wasn't
ready - it wasn't even started . But he was one of these impatient clients w ho imagine that once they've briefed a designer,
the designer does noth ing else other than work on their pro·
jecL I had a d ilemma: should I tell him to go away, or talk to him
about our ideas without show ing him anything?

.......
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I spoke to Mat Cook, the lntro designer working on
the project. Mat looked at me calmly and said he could deal
w ith it. W e sat down with our client, and I vvatched, drymouthed, as Mat (an inspirational art director) described his
intentions. He had an elaborate and ambitious plan to photograph an old-fashioned radiator in the middle of a block of ice ;
the heater was to be switched on and glowing at the heart of
the frozen block. Mat described the image, slowly and methodically conjuring up a mental picture of the finished image, its
setting and its likely effect on its intended audience. He did this
w ith such vividness and confidence that our client approved
the idea on the spot - w ithout seeing anything. I don't recommend this as a universal strategy; it is usually better to have smart
visual representations of your ideas, but it's a good demonstration of the merits of being able to talk effectively about your work.
The way designers present ideas is as important as
the ideas themselves. When a good idea is rejected, it is often
the presentation of that idea that is being rejected, not the idea
itself. The dominance of the computer has meant that handmade layouts, and w hat were once called 'roughs' or 'visuals',
are now largely redundant. We have lost the opportunity to
'sketch' ideas roughly; 5 where once clients would have been
content with mocked-up approximations of the finished design,
they now expect and demand to see the finished thing. Digital
technology makes this possible, and life is made easier for the
graphic designer. But not every idea can be executed in this way,
and one of the consequences of this is that we find ourselves
presenting only those ideas that we can comfortably mock up
using our scanner and Photoshop. In other words, we avoid
ideas that can't be easily executed by digital means: designers
must not let technological capabilities define their thinking
Yet if w e w ant to present complex ideas like radiators in blocks of ice, it IS often
not sufficiently c onvincing to attempt to replicate the idea using sub-standard images cobbled together in Photos hop. O ur attempts w ill not convince. If w e can do away w ith the need
to do inaccur te visuals by using language to describe our ideas, we can often save ourselves a great deal of heartbreak. Of course there is a danger that our client will get the
wrong idea, so our language must be precise.
Spoken communication therefore is a vital component of the modern designer's
kitbag. But there is a ommunication skill even more important than being able to talk convincingly about your work: listening . I'm talking about the acknowledgment that communication is a two-way street, and that your client has a point of view that you need to lisien to
carefully for clues and unspoken messages. If you could climb inside your client's head,
you'd be astomshed by what you'd find. You'd find someone fretting about spending money
on something that he or she can't see or touch. Imagine going into a chic store and agreeing
to buy a sofa that you aren't allowed to look at. You wouldn't do it. But that, roughly speaking,
is what clients are asked to do when they buy design - especially from a new and untried
from HOW TO BE A GRAPHIC DESIGNER WITHOUT LOSING YOUR SOUL, Adrian Shaughnessy
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graphic designer. They don't really know what they are buying until it is delivered. It makes hiring
a design r difficult and leads to more unhappiness and failed JObs than any other factor. But by
listening intently, you can often identify the factors that concern clients the most.
What we are really talking about is listening to the cl ient's point of view Th is is the first
rule of communication for the graphic designer. Now, l know what you're thinking. Earlier I argued
in favor of the designer developing and maintaining a personal voice. Well, I'm certainly not abandoning that view. But, if you want your opinions as a designer to be taken seriously, you have to
allow your client to have an opinion too.ln other words, there has to be a balance of interests. And
that balance of interests usually has to be achieved through negotiation. It won't happen naturally. I recently saw an example of this inability to negotiate a balance between client and designer
on a television program that followed an interior designer as she tried to design an apartment for
a client. The client was arrogant and indecisive, the interior designer hesitant and easily bullied.
Theit professional relationship jumped the rails almost immediately. The interior designer's
response to her cl ient's unreasonable and flu ctuating demands was to offer to 'keep showing
you stuff until you are happy~ Big mistake.
So what should she have done? She shou ld have listened to the brief and then
responded with her ideas. If, at this stage, her client had remained indecisive and interfering, she
had a choice- dump the client or insist on drawing up a new brief. She did neither, instead she
offered to do 'whatever' her client wanted, and as a result an ugly and protracted meltdown
ensued. The c lient ended up driving the project despite saying repeatedly that he didn't know
anything about design, and the designer became angry and defeatist. Yet I blame the designer:
she began correctly by allowing her client to have a point of view, but she forgot to have one herself- perhaps she never had one in the first place? All great work comes about w hen viewpoints
are balanced: in other words, when both cl ient and designer fee l that they are being listened to.
Achieve this- find the point of balance in a relationship- and you'll get results.
The designer Rudy Vanderlans identifies another frequent problem in designer/
client relationships. 'Yo u have to listen very carefully to what the client wants: notes Vanderlans,
'and be careful not to approach the project with a preconceived idea of what it should look like. In
my own experience, too often I approached a design job wanting to use a certain font or a particular typographic mannerism, simply because it's what I felt comfortable with at the time. But
that wasn't alw ays w hat the client wanted~
This is a hot potato for the ambitious, independent-minded designer. G ood designers have plenty of ideas and they're itching to use them. But it's a mistake, as Vanderlans points
out, to foist them on clients. It usually ends in tears - an unhappy client and a dissatisfied
designer. Another freq uent cause of breakdowns between client and designer is closely related
to this problem: desig ners often make the mistake of saying to their clients: 'I've done it like this
because /like it.' It is an understandable viewpoint; designers can't help putting their personal
tastes and sensibilities into their work.
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Designers use fonts, colors, layouts and imagery
because they like them: it would be an odd designer w ho used
th 1960s '" whtch
design elements that he or she didn 't like. Even when designa fierce-looktng
professor of mustc
ers are being totally subservient to the brief, they still use styles
commands hts vte vers
and modes of expression that they personally like. It follows,
- '" heav•IY European
ccented Englishtherefore, that there is nothing wrong w ith doing things because
to ItS ten to lh musu;
you 'like' them. But there is something wrong with telling clients
or Pink Floyd
TI1 oond plnys on
that this is w hat you've done; in fact, it's the worst thing you can
of th tr m andcr1ng
say to a client. You might get away with it if you are a star
psychedelic album
tracks and then tams
designer, or if you have a cheerful trusting rapport with your
the protessor for n
client. But if you are establishing a new working relationship
iJncomfortable
dt!K:USSIOO. Th profe
you have to be able to articulate a genuine rationale for your
sor barely ble to
work.
contatn hss cp1cure n
dtsgust.. sks them
I say genuine, because we're not talking about perwt y th s mus c: h t
fecting some sleazy 'customer relations' technique here. We are
besot ud Ba~
play r Rog r Wale
actually talking about confronting a familiar problem in design:
good naturedl reph
we are talking about the frequent occurrence of designers mak·s ause we hkc 11 and promptly to cs lllc
ing clients feel (rightly or wrongly) that designers are pleasing
Of9Urr11:!11L
themselves at their client's expense. It's well kno' ·ln in adve.tising, for example, that winning industry awards is sor·,letirnes the
primary concern of an agency's creative staff, and because of
this, clients often acc use agencies of ignoring their needs in
favor of creating work that appeals to the judges who sit on
awards panels, usually fellow practitioners. The new managing
director of a giant global brand recently caused a furor amongst
UK advertising agencies when his comments about his company's advertising were reported in the British advertising journal Campaign: 'I don't like any of the ads ... ' he said, 'they are
focused on awards, not on selling more product to more people
at higher prices:
I'm aware that it is hard for designers to be detached and objective when talking
abo ut their w ork. Designers often 'feel things' at a sub-verbal level, and are loath, or unable,
to provide explanations for creative actions. Some well-known designers, capable of the
most elegant and articulate work, are not much good at talking about what they do or
expla1ning why they do it. But if you can learn to talk about your work- especially if you are
not a paradigm-shifting design genius - and if you can find patterns of words that communicate meaning and value to clients, you will reap the benefits. And the easiest w ay to do this
is to remove the personal from the equation. Do this and you'll find clients keener to accept
your ideas and take your guidance: in other words, less you means more you.
I've talked a great deal about clients in this chapter: it's hard to avoid them. They
share t he terrain w ith us, so it's hardly surprising th at they turn up everywhere. Self-initiated
projects aside, no matter w here you are in the graphic design landscape, you always have
clients. If you w ork in a corporation you might report to a non-designer; if you w ork in a
design studio you may report to a creative director or a senior designer, but they are all
clients and how you treat them determines how they treat your work. For the ambitious
designer, how to communicate w ith clients is the passport to good work, and it's worth
pecoming good at it.
Th re's a gro t pi
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Nor are clients the only people you have t o communicate effectively with. You need
to know how to talk to other designers. If you have designers as partners in a small business,
or if you employ designers, then you have to be able to communicate with t hem in such a way that
they don't feel cowed, threatened or discouraged by your views. You have to be able to talk
to suppliers and co llaborators. You will have to talk to IT people, bank mangers, tax officials and
w indow cleaners.
H ow we do this depends on our personalities and our c irc umstances. In a profile of Canadian
designer Bruce Mau and his studio, his communication skills
were praised by Cathy Jonassen, B ruce Mau Design's vicepresident and managing director. 'Bruce is demanding, but
he's not prescript1ve: she says. Jonassen left a prestigious
c uratorial position at the Art Gallery of Ontario - and took a
twenty perc nt pay c ut - to w ork for Mau's office. 'Mau is very
good at looking at someon 's work and finding he best in it.
People leave him feeling good about their work and know ing
wha they have to do to make their work even better. He constantly emphasizes what you might call the "Mau method": Ask
ScotiK rsn
Bruc.e Mau
the right questions, understand the problem, and explore lots of
Fu I Compan 39
possible solutions:
(Octob r 2000)

ln._grit)
Integrity in design is a bit like obesity in ballet dancers - you don't often see it. This is not because
designers lack honesty and decency; q uite t he opposite. Rather it is because preserving integrity
in the remorseless c limate of modem business is difficult. For designers, integrity often becomes
a bargaining chip. We give it away in retum for a job that comes w ith a lot of cash, or we hang onto
it and do the work we want to do for little or no money. It is tough to retain int grity and make a living. But it's not impossible.
There are laws to prevent fraudulent practices. Specific offen es such as copyright
theft and malpractice in the workplace are punishable. Yet in the way that we conduct ourselves
as designers, we are as free as the marketplace allows us to be. However, as a general rule, the
designer who behaves morally will do better than the one who doesn't - if only because design is
a soc ial activity, with social consequences. Over the years, many professional design associations
have attempted to draw up ethical codes. There is much to be said for these attempts to establish
rules and guidelines for the proper conduct of designers. Unfortunately th y tend to be undermined by shifts in public and business morality, or overtaken by rapid technological change.
In the 1971 edition of her book, The Professional Practice of Design, the British writer
Dorothy G oslett w rote about the p rofessional codes of conduct advocated by SIAD (the Society
of Industrial Artists and Designers, now called the Chartered Society of Designers). S he noted
the fol lowing instruction: 'Now t here is another C lause, Number 8, in the Code of Professional
Conduct of the SIAD which may also have to be invoked d uring your first meeting w ith a
possible client. This C lause reads: "A member (of the SIAD) shall not knowing ly accept any
professional assignmen on w hich another designer has been or is working except with the
agreement of the other designer or until he is satisfied that the former appointment has been
properly terminated:"
from HOW TO BE A GRAPHIC DESIGNER WITHOUT LOSING YOUR SOUL, Adrian Shaughnessy
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This prohibition is charming and old-fashioned, and it is clearly untenable in the
modern marketplace, w here competition is valued above everything else. But is it so outmoded? I was talking to a designer friend recently and I mentioned that I'd heard that a large
upmarket retailer in central London -a world-famous name - was looking for new designers to work on various projects. M y friend said that he couldn't approach this client, because
a designer friend of his already worked regularly for this retailer. I was struck by my friend's
old-fashioned loyalty. This is what I mean when I talk about integrity: a personal ph ilosophy
which is not abandoned at the first sign of trouble.
Integrity, at its most earthbound, might be as simple as a love of design
expressed in such a w ay that clients can see that, for you, design is something more than
professional expediency. Alternatively, it might take a more practical form; it might be a
refusal to take part in 'pitches: Pitching is a hotly debated issue in contemporary design.
Very few jobs of any size are assigned without a competitive pitch, and frequently th ese
p itches are unpaid. As we've already noted, you are free to say no to these ; many designers
do. But in the post-Enron era of transparency in financial repo rting, and new tendering rules
in Europe, nearly all public bodies (and many firms) are obliged to offer contracts up to open
tender to avoid accusations of corruption and mismanagement.
W henever designers gather to discuss their profession, the subject of pitching arises; various professional bodies
around the world have tried to formulate a correct response to
Our pohw mtro a
to parbctpate 10 unp d
the
invitation by clients to pitch, but w ithout much success. It is
pttdt s tf they open
now so prevalent, that it is almost impossible to avoid taking part
doors that would
oth rw1 r. m tn closed
in it if you want to win bigger and more remunerative work. Yetthe
to us. Bccaus w
only way to do genuinely good work is for designer and client to
weren t a convenllon I
dcs1gn group we ere
form a partnership and explore all angles together in a mutually
often ddcd to a pttch
trusting and open way. This is not possible in a competitive pitch.
Its\ as a w•ld c.ard entry
so that the client could
No matter how good the brief, the designer is not addressing the
demonstrat lha
client's requirements: he or she is merely taking part in a beauty
they had skcd a vanety
of stud1os to compete.
parade. Regardless, clients derive a substantial benefit from
We used these
being given- at no cost- a range of responses to their brief. This
opportuntlJes to good
dvanta e. otltm
helps them to make and justify theirfinal choice (they have somewmntng JObs by domg
thing to evaluate it against), and in the case of unscrupulous
our homew01k os
lhoroughlya lh Jth •s
clients (of w hich there are fewer than designers imagine) it
but also b~ br ng1ng
affords them an opportunity to steal ideas. In other words, clients
freshness to what was
new lerntory lor us
are receiving a quantifiablE: benefit that they do not pay for. Nor IS
and thereby expostng
the formulate nature ot
it made any more excusable by designers' willingness to take
our more seclor-expenpart in pitches.
enccd competitor
There is not much chance of pitching becoming any
Bu before agreemg to
pttch we always asked
in fact the opposite is happening, with even small
less
common;
for a ptlch fee (some
projects being offered up for pitch. And laudable as it is to avoid
tlmes, to our surprtsc,
we got one, sometimes
corruption, designers who are expected to produce creative
we dldn' l. We mststcd
work w ithout payment seem unduly penalized by this new drive
on knowing who we
a were pitch•ng agam!>l
for fiscal transparency. But by saying n9 to pitching, studios and
and we made a fn ndly
protest (through
individuals are taking a principled stance - they might also be
gritted Ieeth) about Itt
missing out on opportunities, but the respect they get from taklnodvtsabillty of pllcttos
ing such a stance outweig'h s the occasional loss of bUJsiness.
being th best way to
commi
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If w e believe in nothing, then our clients will have no reason to believe in us. If ''·/e
demo nstrate the morals of the marketplace, then we will be treated like a commodity- and our
services bought off at bargain basement prices. And here's an odd thing: in a world w ith no princ ip les, people oftelil respect those who have some.
Nor is it JUSt in our work that we need to display integrity. W e must have integrity in the
way we deal w ith other designers, with suppliers (printers, programmers, technicians), and w ith
people we meet in professional life. We must have integrity in th e way w e handle the creative
work of other designers and creative people such as photographers and illustrators. Many of us
will have been cavalier at some point in our working lives with typefaces, photographs or graphics software- but this is theft as surely as if we'd gone into someone's house and taken their possessions. W e have to show integrity to the three 'audiences' for which design is most usually
done: our clients, our intended audience and ourselves. Designers will differ on the order of
importance in w hich they place this trinity: in my view, the demands and responsibilities of all
three have to be equally balanced.
For Neville Brody, personal integrity in
design is w hat differentiates the 'good from the bad~ And he's
right. By standing up for yourself, by having beliefs (creative
and ethical beliefs), and p erhaps most importantly of all, by
questio1111ng what you are asked to do as a designer, you can
acquire self-respect, which is the first step on the path to earning the respect of clients and other designers. You might also
get the sack, but that's integrity for you -there's a price to be
paid for it. e Just remember, it's al ways less than the price of
P I r $aY1II told h
7imes or London
your self-respect.l might even say, the price of your soul.
(1 September 2004)
I promised you practical advice and up
The trouble wrlh
!1raph1cdesogn today
until now we've dealt only w ith rather lofty, abstract notions. In
1s: when can JOU
subsequent chapters we'll tackle more mundane matters. Yet
bdtevc •t" tt s not lh
messaye of the
without the attributes of cultural awareness, communication
designer nymorc.
skills and professional and personal integrity, you are not going
Ev ry 1pphed rt1s end
up elhng hts or I er
to grow as a designer. You will notice, thus far, I haven't mensoul at om poonL
tioned the w ord 'talent: You need talent to be a graphic designer,
I haven I done 11 and
look at me People call
but talent in graphic design comes in myriad forms. There is no
me one of the rnos
yardstick: no foolproof way of measuring it and it's one of the
famous des1gn~:ors 1n
the world and I havcn1
great joys of the craft of graphic design that it accommodates so
got ny money'
many sorts of 'talent: You don't have to be able to draw to be a
great typographer, for example. Design is a very generous and
accommodating matrix of opportunities, and yes, you will need
talent to be a successful graphic designer, but a little talent can
be made to go a long way if it is supported by the attributes listed
above. Some designers are born with cultural awareness, communication skills a111d personal integrity, w hile others have to
work to acquire them this takes time and there are disappointments and setbacks along the way.
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The brief
All design jobs start with a brief; even if it's a self-initiated project, a designer must have a brief.
And the first duty of a graphic designer is to understand the brief. To do this, you must research
it, question it and, if necessary, challenge it. And if, after all that, it still doesn't make sense you
might need to tear it up and rewrite it. In some cases you might need to walk away from it as not
all briefs are worth taking on. Learning to say no to bad briefs is a vital judgment that all designers have to learn how and when to make.
Briefs can be verbal, they can be written , and sometimes they are neither. I've had
clients- usually long-standing clients- who've sent me a photograph and some text and said:
'Poster by Friday, thanks: I suppose even that is a sort of brief: they know that I know what they
want, so nothing more need be said. But this is not the usual way. It is much more common to
have a written or verbal brief. Sometimes the brief is a discussion. This is okay, but it always pays
to get clients to put briefs in writing : it adds clarity and it forces a thorough examination of the subject. However, some clients just don 't do it. This reluctance should set off an alarm bell. It should
prompt the question : is this client reliable and serious? Clients who don't brief properly are
potentially dangerous. It is often their way of colonizing a job, of taking it over, of gaining the upper
hand. Without a brief a designer is vulnerable, and all the power rests with the client. If a client
doesn't give you a written brief, you must write one yourself and send it to back to him or her for
approval. W riting your own brief from a client's instruction is a good discipline. It makes you think
deeply about the project and it puts you into the mind of the client. A nd as we've noted in an earlier chapter, this is one of the secrets of a successful client-designer relationship.

2

Most design briefs in the commercial world are
shoddy, half-baked and unpromising. When these run-of-themill briefs come your way, you have to fight to make them into
'good briefs: Sometimes you will fail. Sometimes you will push
too hard and you will come into conflict w ith your client, and
you will be given the boot. But on other occasions, you will succeed in turning a base-metal brief into a block of shining gold.
It's all a question of attitude (allied with good communication
skill s and integrity). Many briefs include attempts to pre-empt
the creative process. In other word s, they try to do the
designer's job for them. Sometimes this is an unavoidable
characteristic of the job. The client knows what they want and
they are saying it. But generally it is a recipe for failure. How you
deal w ith th is, and other shortcomings of the briefing process,
will determine your degree of success.
The fi rst thing you have to do is start with the premise that even a bad brief is
really a good brief; assuming a sound moral and ethical base, there is no such thing as a bad
brief - only a bad response. But let's assume that your client has given you a comprehensive, w ell-thought-out brief stating all the requirements of the job, and that you have agreed
to the schedule and budget. What happens next? W ell, written briefs do not preclude you
from having furth er discussions with your client about the project. This w ill throw up interestin g information and reveal nuances perhaps not covered in the document. It will also
allow you to test your preliminary thinking on your clien t. Naturally, you must fully absorb the
written brief; don 't just concentrate on the bits you like the look of, or those bits that give you
the chance to do what you do best: dig deep and look for problem areas. If you are working
with a team, go through it with other members of the team, make sure you all see it in the
same way (remarkably diffic ult to achieve, everybody gets snared and snagged on different
aspects of the project). And , importantly, you must look fo r the 'McGuffin:
The McGuffin was the name of a dramatic device used by Alfred Hitchcock in his
movies to catch the audience's attention. The McGuffin had no real relevance to the plot: in
Psycho, for instance, the McGuffin was Janet Leigh's theft of the money. H itchcock used
this to suck the audience into the unexpected final third of the film. I'm not suggesting you
look for dramatic devices in design briefs. I'm co-opting the term (w ith apologies to the great
Hitch) to suggest the magic component in all briefs that you have to fi nd to explain them. In
every brief there's a McGuffin that unlocks the essential nature of the task. You just have to
find it.
Here's an example of what I mean. I was recently part of a team invited to pitch
for the redesign of a staid real estate magazine. It was a journal for the professional sector
of the UK real estate market, read by developers, investors, architects and property conglomerates. The magazine had received a full-scale graph ic makeover by a leading international design company in the mid-n ineties, but was now showing its age. An exhaustiv and
detailed brief was supplied to us. My colleagues and I sifted through th w 11-writt n d ument. W e discussed it in detail, we analyzed it, we tried to cond n it, nd w I k d f r
the McGuffin.
It was common when
showing lntro work
at design events and art
colleges, to be asked
how we managed to get
so many'good briefs:
This made me splutter
We didn't get 'good
briefs: we got the same
shoddy briefs everyone
else gets; we JUSt made
them good by question·
mg them, challengmg
them, and somet1mes
disobeying them.
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The brief stated that a redesign was necessary because the exishng design was
dated It pornted out that various navigational improvements were required to reflect the magaZine's changing editorial make-up. And it listed some requirements conccmrng the accommodation of new features and advertising. The brief wen1 into coprous and helpful detail about Its
readership and its competitors on the news stands. But we couldn't frnd the McGuffin.
It was only tn drscussion \.'VIth the magazme·s art director and editor that the McGuffin
was rdentrfred. The property markeL rt was explained. had changed dramatically since the mid·
mneties.lt used to be a busrness for rich men wrth crgars. pinstripe suits and Rolls·Royces. Today,
it has become a much less formal busrness; it is populated by younger people of both sexes.
many of whom wear casual clothes to work, and who value design (rnterior desrgn, archrtecture
and graphic design) as an essential part of the pro~rty-development process. We'd noticed
that printed literature and billboards put up by real estate companies and developers had
become 'sexy~ The property world, we noticed, had woken up to good design.
Here was our McGuffin: the magrc equation that gave us our winning formula We
based our response on the idea that the magazine's now desrgn had to combine informality with
high contemporary style while continuing to function as a digest of news and comment, with its
attondunt production and editorial demands. In our presentation, we convinced the publisher,
the ed1tor, the advertising manager and the art director that this was the nght answer.
Every brief has its McGuffin; the desJgner's JOb rs to find it. Sometimes it's there
already, identified and isolated by the chent. No need to search for rt, it's staring you in the face.
But more often it is absen1. Experience helps you find 1t, but so does diligence and research and
askrng questions. If you don't find it. you are unlikely to produce a great piece of rounded work.
Sometrmes briefs are simply wrong,
and rt is occasionally necessary to disobey them. 'Wrong'
bnefs make assumptions and outline premises that are incor·
rect feeble or short ·srghted. When you spot thiS, you have a
choice. You can rewrite the bnef; you can walk away from rt; or
you can do what is asked of you. There's yet another optron,
and that is to disobey the bnef and do what you think rs nght.
With this approach you nsk everything: you risk incurnng the
cltenl'!> drspleasure, and you risk being sacked from a project
or thrown off a prtch list. But if you are confident thaf you are
right, and you can live wrth ihe consequences. it's worth following your instinct and being disobedient
There is the most spectacular example
of disobeying a ·wrong' brief, in the work of Bruno Monguzzi,
the great Swiss designer. Monguzzi was called in by the
Musee d'Orsay in Paris, after a design competition had failed
to produce a wrnning poster with which to launch the newly
opened museum. Monguzzi was instructed to design a poster
avoldrng pictorialrmagery and using only two elements: the
museum logo (which Monguzzi had designed) and the date.
Monguzzi descrrbes his response:
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